ABOUT MEDCAMP

“To study the phenomena of disease without books is to sail an uncharted sea, while to study books without patients is not to go to sea at all.” -William Osler

Come join your peers along with dedicated health professionals to tackle solutions to very real issues in northeast Ohio.

July 9-11, 2020
Registration begins at 12:00 noon

Northeast Ohio Medical University
4209 St. Rt. 44, Rootstown, Ohio 44272

HOW MUCH:
The cost for this experience is $150 for this unique opportunity. A number of tuition waivers are available-cost of tuition should not discourage any interested student from applying.

WHO CAN APPLY:
Applicants must be 18 years old by the day of MEDCAMP, graduated high school, must be enrolled at a college or university entering their 1st, 2nd, or 3rd year of undergraduate education, and have a GPA of 3.0 or greater.

So what are you waiting for?
Sign up and discover yourself and the world of medicine!

WHAT HAPPENS AT MEDCAMP?
MEDCAMP is designed to provide “hands-on” experiences in bio-medical science workshops involving research, clinical problem-solving and an introduction to the fields of clinical medicine.

WHAT YOU GET:
Participants complete a case study on a fictitious patient.

Join physicians, NEOMED medical students, faculty and researchers in performing applied activities, where you learn...
1) How a physician talks with a patient.
2) How to study the clues to a patient’s illness.
3) Solve medical cases by using critical thinking skills in addition to learning modern laboratory techniques.
4) Present your findings to your peers.

WHAT YOU NEED:
Transportation to NEOMED
Comfortable clothing
Basic toiletries for your overnight stay

FOR MORE INFORMATION, email medcamp@neomed.edu or scan:

neomed.edu